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E-mail address: jpaul@clemson.edu (P.F. Joseph).The contact problem of a straight orthotropic beam pressed onto a rigid circular surface is considered
using beam theories that account for transverse shear and transverse normal deformations. The circular
nature of the rigid surface emphasizes the difference between Euler Bernoulli theory behavior, where
point loads develop at the edge of contact, and the higher order theories that predict non-singular pres-
sure distributions. While Timoshenko beam theory is the simplest theory that addresses this behavior,
the prediction of a maximum value of pressure at the edge of contact contradicts the elasticity theory
result that contact pressure must drop to zero. Transverse normal strain is therefore introduced, both
to study this fundamental discrepancy and to include an important effect in many contact problems.
To investigate this effect, higher order beam theories that account for both constant and linear transverse
normal strain through the beam thickness are derived using the principle of virtual work. The resulting
orthotropic beam theories depend on the bending stiffness (EI), shear stiffness (GA), axial stiffness (EA1)
and transverse normal stiffness (EA2), which are independent stiffness parameters that can differ by
orders of magnitude. The above mentioned contact problem is then solved analytically for these theories,
along with the Timoshenko beam model which assumes zero transverse normal strain. The results for
different orthotropic materials show that inclusion of transverse normal deformation has a signiﬁcant
effect on the contact pressure solution. Furthermore, the solution using higher order beam theories
encompasses the two extremes of a Hertz-like contact pressure when the half contact length is smaller
than the thickness of the beam, and the Timoshenko beam theory case when the half contact length is
much larger than the thickness. Concerning the behavior of the pressure at the edge of contact, adherence
to the boundary conditions required by the principle of virtual work, shows that while the pressure does
tend to zero, it does not become zero unless artiﬁcially enforced. In this regard the solution for the case of
linear strain is better than that for constant strain. All beam solutions are validated with plane elasticity
solutions obtained using the commercial ﬁnite element software ABAQUS.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Although Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories have
proven to be sufﬁcient and efﬁcient in describing the behavior of
structural elements for different types of loading, these elementary
theories exhibit inconsistency in problems involving contact
(Essenburg, 1975; Naghdi and Rubin, 1989). According to
Essenburg (1975) and Naghdi and Rubin (1989), the inclusion of
transverse normal deformation, in addition to local transverse
shear deformation, should be accounted for in contact problems
of thin structures. In a later study, Hodges (2003) showed that,
by including the effects of warping of the cross-section of the beamll rights reserved.using a formulation derived from Euler–Lagrange equations, this
inconsistency can be removed without having to consider trans-
verse normal strain. From the computational point of view,
El-Abbasi and Meguid (1999) showed that by including transverse
normal deformation of a shell, the derived large deformation ﬁnite
elements are capable of accurately simulating contact problems
involving shell structures. The formulation was tested theoretically
and experimentally using various examples.
The behavior of the contact stress at the edge of contact is of
interest, since the elementary theories do not predict that the
stress drops to zero as required by elasticity theory (see, for
example, Johnson (1985)). Essenburg (1975) and Naghdi and Rubin
(1989) took advantage of the ﬂexibility provided by including the
transverse normal strain to force this behavior. Similarly, Hodges
(2003) requires the contact stress to be continuous using a slack
variable approach.
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through the thickness in contact problems of thin structures will
be addressed by using the principle of virtual work. In particular,
the effect of transverse normal strain, which is taken as constant
and linear through the thickness, on the behavior of the contact
stress at the edge of contact will be investigated. The problem of
a straight beam brought into contact with a rigid circular surface,
as considered by Keer and Silva (1970), will be used in the current
study. All of the previously mentioned studies apply to isotropic
material behavior. In this paper, in addition to accounting for
transverse normal strain, the orthotropic character of the beam is
taken into account. This ﬂexibility is required to address problems
where transverse normal strain is expected to be signiﬁcant, such
as a beam with a soft compliant layer on its contacting surface.
2. Formulation and governing equations
Consider a one-dimensional model of a straight beam as illus-
trated by Fig. 1. The rectangular cross-section is deﬁned by its
thickness h and its out-of-plane width b as shown in Fig. 1. In
the subsequent sections, the development of the higher order
beam theory for quadratic displacement through the thickness,
i.e. linear normal strain in the y-direction, is considered using the
principle of virtual work. The constant and zero strain cases are
then easily obtained from the governing equations.
2.1. Quadratic beam theory
In this subsection the beam formulation is based on the
assumption that the transverse component of displacement vector
ﬁeld is expanded in a quadratic polynomial expression with re-
spect to the thickness variable, while the axial component of the
displacement vector ﬁeld is expanded in a linear polynomial
expression with respect to the thickness variable.
2.1.1. Equilibrium equations
Consider the following approximation of the displacement ﬁeld
with respect to the thickness coordinate,
uxðx; yÞ ¼ uðxÞ þ y/ðxÞ;
uyðx; yÞ ¼ wðxÞ þ ywðxÞ þ y2bðxÞ:
ð1Þ
This physically-based approach is selected for the following two
reasons: (1) it is the most direct way to study the importance of
transverse normal strain in contact problems and (2) it is the best
choice for an orthotropic beam where the orders of magnitude of
the stiffness parameters are not necessarily the same. In linear elas-
ticity, i.e. inﬁnitesimal deformation and small deﬂection, the stan-
dard expressions for strain in Cartesian coordinates are given by,
exx ¼ @ux
@x
; eyy ¼ @uy
@y
; cxy ¼ 2exy ¼
@ux
@y
þ @uy
@x
: ð2Þ
Substituting (1) into (2) yields,
exx ¼ dudxþy
d/
dx
; eyy ¼wþ2yb; cxy ¼/þ
dw
dx
þydw
dx
þy2db
dx
: ð3Þ
This shows that the displacement expressions (1) result in trans-
verse normal strain that is linear with respect to the thicknessFig. 1. One-dimensional model of a straight beam with sucoordinate, and that w can be interpreted as the average transverse
strain of the cross-section. Furthermore, the shear strain is a qua-
dratic function of the thickness coordinate due to the contribution
of the function b from Eq. (1)2.
The virtual strain energy for the straight continuum strip
deﬁned in Fig. 1, is given by,
dU ¼
Z
X
ðrxxdexx þ ryydeyy þ sxydcxyÞdX
¼
Z x2
x1
Z
A
ðrxxdexx þ ryydeyy þ sxydcxyÞdAdx: ð4Þ
Substituting the strain expressions (3) into (4) yields,
dU ¼ R x2x1 RA rxxd dudxþ y d/dx
 
þryydðwþ2ybÞ
h
þsxyd /þ dwdx þ y dwdx þ y2 dbdx
 i
dAdx
¼ R x2x1 RA rxx ddudx þ yrxx dd/dx þ sxyd/
 
þ sxy ddwdx þ ryydwþ ysxy ddwdx
 h
þ 2yryydbþ y2sxy ddbdx
 i
dAdx:
ð5Þ
Introducing the stress resultants,
M ¼
Z
A
yrxxdA; N ¼
Z
A
rxxdA; V ¼
Z
A
sxydA;
J ¼
Z
A
ysxydA; H ¼
Z
A
ryydA; S ¼
Z
A
yryydA;
T ¼
Z
A
y2sxydA; ð6Þ
allows Eq. (5) to be written as
dU ¼
Z x2
x1
"
N
ddu
dx
þ Mdd/
dx
þ vd/
 
þ V ddw
dx
þ Hdwþ J ddw
dx
 
þ 2Sdbþ T ddb
dx
 #
dx: ð7Þ
Integrating Eq. (7) by parts, the expression of the virtual strain
energy becomes,
dU ¼
Z x2
x1
 dN
dx
duþ V  dM
dx
 
d/ dV
dx
dwþ H  dJ
dx
 
dw

þ 2S dT
dx
 
dbdxþ ½NduþMd/þ Vdwþ Jdwþ Tdbx2x1 : ð8Þ
Next consider the axial and transverse distributed loads,
qx ðhÞ; qþx ðhÞ and qy ðhÞ; qþy ðhÞ, which are applied at the upper and
lower lateral surfaces of the beam as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
superscript ‘‘+’’ denotes quantities applied at the top surface and
‘‘‘‘ denotes the quantities applied at the bottom surface. Using
this notation along with the deﬁnitions in Eq. (1), the external vir-
tual potential energy can be written as,
dV ¼ 
Z x2
x1
qþx duxjy¼h2 þ q
þ
y duyjy¼h2 þ q

x duxjy¼h2 þ q

y duyjy¼h2
h i
dx
¼ 
Z x2
x1
qþx þ qx
 
duþ qþy þ qy
 
dwþ qþx  qx
  h
2
d/

þ qþy  qy
  h
2
dw
	
dx: ð9Þ
The principle of virtual work states that the virtual work of a
deformable continuum in equilibrium is zero, that isrface tractions applied on the outer lateral surfaces.
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Combining Eqs. (8)–(10) gives,
dW ¼
Z x2
x1
"
 dN
dx
 ðqþx þ qx Þ
 
duþ V  dM
dx
 h
2
ðqþx  qx Þ
 
d/
þ  dV
dx
 ðqþy þ qy Þ
 
dwþ H  dJ
dx
 h
2
ðqþy  qy Þ
 
dw
þ 2S dT
dx
 h
2
4
ðqþy þ qy Þ
 !
db
#
dxþ ½NduþMd/þ Vdw
þ Jdwþ Tdbx2x1 ¼ 0: ð11Þ
Eq. (11) is valid for any set of admissible virtual displacements.
Thus, it follows that the static equilibrium equations of the beam
are given by,
dN
dx
¼ ðqþx þ qx Þ;
V  dM
dx
¼ h
2
ðqþx  qx Þ;
dV
dx
¼ ðqþy þ qy Þ;
H  dJ
dx
¼ h
2
ðqþy  qy Þ;
2S dT
dx
¼ h
2
4
ðqþy þ qy Þ:
ð12Þ
These equilibrium equations are subject to the exclusive essen-
tial/natural boundary conditions given in Eq. (11).
2.1.2. Governing equations
Assuming conditions of plane stress for a linear orthotropic
material with principal material directions coincident with the
Cartesian coordinates,
exx
eyy
cxy
2
64
3
75 ¼ 1=E1 m12=E2 0m21=E1 1=E2 0
0 0 1=G12
2
4
3
5 rxxryy
sxy
2
4
3
5; ð13Þ
where m12E1 = m21E2; E1, E2 are the Young’s moduli in the x and y
directions, respectively; mij is the Poisson’s ratio that corresponds
to the contraction in the i-direction when a traction is applied in
the j-direction and G = G12 is the transverse shear modulus.
Combining the material behavior relations, (13), with the
strain-displacement relations, (3), allows the stress resultants,
(6), to be expressed in terms of the displacement components,
M¼
Z
A
y
E1
1m12m21
du
dx
þyd/
dx
 
þ m12E1
1m12m21 ðwþ2ybÞ
 	
dA
¼ EI1
1m12m21
d/
dx
þ 2m12EI1
1m12m21 b;
N¼
Z
A
E1
1m12m21
du
dx
þyd/
dx
 
þ m12E1
1m12m21 ðwþ2ybÞ
 	
dA
¼ EA1
1m12m21
du
dx
þ m12EA1
1m12m21w;
V ¼
Z
A
G /þdw
dx
þydw
dx
þy2db
dx
 
dA
¼GA /þdw
dx
 
þGIdb
dx
;
J¼
Z
A
yG /þdw
dx
þydw
dx
þy2 db
dx
 
dA¼GIdw
dx
;
H¼
Z
A
E2
1m12m21 ðwþ2ybÞþ
m21E2
1m12m21
du
dx
þyd/
dx
  	
dA
¼ EA2
1m12m21wþ
m21EA2
1m12m21
du
dx
;
S¼
Z
A
y
E2
1m12m21 ðwþ2ybÞþ
m21E2
1m12m21
du
dx
þyd/
dx
  	
dA
¼ 2EI2
1m12m21 bþ
m21EI2
1m12m21
d/
dx
;
T ¼
Z
A
y2G /þdw
dx
þydw
dx
þy2 db
dx
 
dA¼GI /þdw
dx
 
þGIIdb
dx
; ð14Þwhere the six stiffness parameters introduced in the above equa-
tions are
EAi ¼
Z
A
EidA; i ¼ 1;2; EIi ¼
Z
A
y2EidA; i ¼ 1;2;
GA ¼
Z
A
GdA; GI ¼
Z
A
y2GdA; GII ¼
Z
A
y4GdA:
ð15Þ
Substituting (14) into (12) gives the coupled unidirectional govern-
ing differential equations for the displacement ﬁeld,
EA1
1m12m21
d2u
dx2
þ m12EA1
1m12m21
dw
dx
¼ðqþx þqx Þ;
 EI1
1m12m21
d2/
dx2
þGA/þGAdw
dx
þ GI 2m12EI1
1m12m21
 
db
dx
¼ h
2
ðqþx qx Þ;
GA
d/
dx
þGAd
2w
dx2
þGId
2b
dx2
¼ðqþy þqy Þ;
EA2
1m12m21wGI
d2w
dx2
þ m21EA2
1m12m21
du
dx
¼ h
2
ðqþy qy Þ;
GIId
2b
dx2
þ 4EI2
1m12m21 bþ
2m21EI2
1m12m21
d/
dx
GI d/
dx
þd
2w
dx2
 !
¼ h
2
4
ðqþy þqy Þ: ð16Þ
The above equations are the governing equations of a straight
extensional transverse compliant beamwithin linear elasticity the-
ory using the assumed displacement ﬁelds given by Eq. (1). The
governing equations are subject to the following exclusive essen-
tial/natural boundary conditions,
wðxiÞ=VðxiÞ ¼ GA dwdx þ /
 
þ GI db
dx





xi
;
uðxiÞ=NðxiÞ ¼ EA11 m12m21
du
dx
þ m12EA1
1 m12m21 w





xi
;
/ðxiÞ=MðxiÞ ¼ EI11 m12m21
d/
dx
þ 2m12EI1
1 m12m21 b





xi
;
wðxiÞ=JðxiÞ ¼ GI dwdx





xi
;
bðxiÞ=TðxiÞ ¼ GI /þ dwdx
 
þ GII db
dx
; i ¼ 1;2: ð17Þ
When pressure is not applied to the outer lateral surfaces of the
beam, the coupling between surface traction and transverse nor-
mal strain is negligible and the transverse normal strain is essen-
tially zero along the x-axis. However, in contact problems the
non-zero pressure quantity h=2ðqþy  qy Þ causes the normal trans-
verse deformation to play a role. In order to help quantify this role,
in the next two sections, formulations are presented for linear and
constant transverse displacement, the latter case being the Timo-
shenko beam theory. In the results section, solutions for all three
theories will be compared.
2.2. Linear beam theory
The formulation for the case of the linear beam theory is iden-
tical to that of the quadratic theory presented in Section 2.1, with
the simpliﬁcation that the function, b(x) in (1)2 is identically zero.
As such, the assumed displacement ﬁeld is given by
uxðx; yÞ ¼ uðxÞ þ y/ðxÞ;
uyðx; yÞ ¼ wðxÞ þ ywðxÞ:
ð18Þ
The formulation from Eqs. (2)–(17) is valid for this case with
b(x) = 0. Furthermore, the stress resultants, S and T, which are
respectively associated with variations of b and its derivative in
(7), are unnecessary to deﬁne. The stiffness parameters, EI2 and
GII in (15) are also unnecessary. The virtual work expression, anal-
ogous to Eq. (11) for the quadratic case, is therefore given by
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Z x2
x1
dN
dx
 ðqþx þ qx Þ
 
duþ V  dM
dx
 h
2
ðqþx  qx Þ
 
d/

þ  dV
dx
 ðqþy þ qy Þ
 
dwþ H  dJ
dx
 h
2
ðqþy  qy Þ
 
dw
	
dx
þ NduþMd/þ Vdwþ Jdw½ x2x1 ¼ 0: ð19Þ
From this expression it is seen that (12)5, (16)5, and the associ-
ated boundary conditions are not applicable to the linear case.
Therefore, the governing equations reduce to
EA1
1 m12m21
d2u
dx2
þ m12EA1
1 m12m21
dw
dx
¼ ðqþx þ qx Þ;
 EI1
1 m12m21
d2/
dx2
þ GA/þ GAdw
dx
¼ h
2
ðqþx  qx Þ;
GA
d/
dx
þ GAd
2w
dx2
¼ ðqþy þ qy Þ;
EA2
1 m12m21 wþ
m21EA2
1 m12m21
du
dx
 GI d
2w
dx2
¼ h
2
ðqþy  qy Þ;
ð20Þ
which are subjected to the following exclusive essential/natural
boundary conditions,
wðxiÞ=VðxiÞ¼GA dwdx þ/
 




xi
; uðxiÞ=NðxiÞ ¼ EA11m12m21
du
dx
þ m12EA1
1m12m21w





xi
;
/ðxiÞ=MðxiÞ¼ EI11m12m21
d/
dx





xi
;wðxiÞ=JðxiÞ¼GIdwdx





xi
; i¼1;2: ð21Þ
For the complete derivation for linear beam theory, the reader is re-
ferred to Gasmi (2011).
2.3. Timoshenko beam theory
Consider a Timoshenko displacement approximation with axial
extension as follows,
uxðx; yÞ ¼ uðxÞ þ y/ðxÞ;
uyðx; yÞ ¼ wðxÞ
ð22Þ
In terms of the quadratic formulation presented in Eqs. (1)–(17),
this formulation cannot be presented as efﬁciently as that of the
linear case. The portion of the formulation from Eqs. (2)–(8) is valid
using w(x) = 0 and b(x) = 0. In Timoshenko beam theory, because of
(22)2, only the effects of rxx and sxy are accounted for, so only the
stress resultants M, N and V are required. The expression for the
virtual strain energy, which is analogous to (8), is given by
dU ¼
Z x2
x1
 dN
dx
duþ  dM
dx
þ V
 
d/ dV
dx
dw
 
dxþ ½Ndu
þMd/þ Vdwx2x1 ð23Þ
Next, contrary to the linear and quadratic formulations, the
transverse and circumferential distributed loads qx(x), qy(x), using
Timoshenko beam theory, are applied at the centroidal axis of
the beam as illustrated in Fig. 2. For this loading the external vir-
tual potential energy can be written as,
dV ¼ 
Z x2
x1
ðqxduþ qydwÞdx: ð24Þ
Applying the principle of virtual work, (10), gives
dW ¼
Z x2
x1
dN
dx
qx
 
duþ dM
dx
þV
 
d/þ dV
dx
qy
 
dw
 
dx
þ½NduþMd/þVdwx2x1 ¼0; ð25Þ
which leads to the equilibrium equationsdN
dx
þ qx ¼ 0;
 dM
dx
þ V ¼ 0;
dV
dx
þ qy ¼ 0;
ð26Þ
which are subjected to the exclusive essential/natural boundary
conditions given in Eq. (25).
Similarly, following the steps presented in Eqs. (13)–(17) for the
quadratic theory, the governing equations for extensional Timo-
shenko beam theory can be determined to be,
EA1
d2u
dx2
þ qx ¼ 0;
 EI1 d
2/
dx2
þ GA/þ GAdw
dx
¼ 0;
GA
d2w
dx2
þ GAd/
dx
þ qy ¼ 0;
ð27Þ
which are subjected to the following exclusive essential/natural
boundary conditions,
wðxiÞ=VðxiÞ ¼ GAR
dw
dx
þ /
 




xi
; uðxiÞ=NðxiÞ ¼ EA1 dudx





xi
;
/ðxiÞ=MðxiÞ ¼ EI1 d/dx





xi
; i ¼ 1;2: ð28Þ
The complete derivation of this case is given by Gasmi (2011).3. Example – straight beam on a rigid smooth circular surface
The problem of a straight beam pressed onto a circular surface,
as presented in Fig. 3, is interesting for two reasons. First, it is sim-
ilar to the ﬂattening of a circular beam, and second, it corresponds
to constant curvature, and therefore constant bending moment
using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Constant bending moment
can only be achieved by point loads at the edge of contact. A slight
modiﬁcation of this theory for this geometry will induce a non-
zero contact pressure.
When the beam is pressed on a rigid circular surface, two re-
gions develop as illustrated in Fig. 3. These regions are the contact
region, where the beam is supported by distributed contact stres-
ses, and the free surface region, where distributed surface traction
forces are zero. In the next sections, analytical solutions for each
region are presented for the three beam theories. For simplicity,
the in-plane Poison’s effect is neglected by setting m12 = 0 and
m21 = 0, which for frictionless contact, decouples the axial displace-
ment, u, from the contact pressure, qy , as seen from Eq. (16). This
Poisson effect, which is small, will be quantiﬁed later.
3.1. Free surface solution
In this region of the beam all distributed loads are zero. The
solution to the governing equations, which is the homogenous
solution, is obtained readily by decoupling the governing differen-
tial equations.
3.1.1. Timoshenko beam theory
In the case of Timoshenko theory, the solution to the governing
equations given by Eq. (27) is as follows,
wðxÞ¼C1 x
3
6
þC2 x
2
2
þC3xþ c4; /ðxÞ¼C1 EIGAþ
x2
2
 
C2xC3;
VðxÞ¼EIC1; MðxÞ¼EIC1xEIC2
ð29Þ
Fig. 2. One-dimensional model of a straight beam with surface tractions applied on the mid surface along x-axis.
Fig. 3. A straight orthotropic beam in contact with a rigid smooth circular surface.
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In the case of the linear beam theory, the solution to the govern-
ing equations given by Eq. (20)2-4 with b(x) = 0 is as follows,
wðxÞ ¼ C1 x
3
6
þ C2 x
2
2
þ C3xþ C4;
/ðxÞ ¼ C1 EIGAþ
x2
2
 
 C2x C3;
wðxÞ ¼ C5ch x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !
þ C6sh x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !
;
VðxÞ ¼ EIC1; MðxÞ ¼ EIC1x EIC2;
JðxÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2GI
p
C5sh x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !
þ C6ch x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !" #
: ð30Þ3.1.3. Quadratic beam theory
In the case of quadratic approximate beam theory, the solution
to the governing equations given by Eq. (16)2-5 is as follows,
wðxÞ¼C1 GIGA C2 expða1xÞþC3 expða1xÞ½ C6xC7
x2
2EI1
þC8 xGA
x3
6EI1
 
;/ðxÞ¼C6þC7 xEI1þC8
x2
2EI1
;
wðxÞ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2GI
p C4 exp x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !
C5 exp x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !" #
;
bðxÞ¼C2 expða1xÞþC3 expða1xÞ;
VðxÞ¼C8; MðxÞ¼C7þC8x;
JðxÞ¼C4 exp x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !
þC5 exp x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EA2
GI
r !
;
TðxÞ¼4EI2
a1
½C2 expða1xÞC3 expða1xÞþC8 GIGA ; ð31Þ
where the constant introduced above is deﬁned as
a1 ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EI2GA
GAGII  GI2
s
: ð32Þ3.2. Contact solution
For the frictionless contact problem shown in Fig. 3, the contact
boundary constraint for a straight beam on a rigid circular surface
of radius R can be determined to be
uy x; z ¼  h2
 
¼ Rð1 cosðhÞÞ ¼ R 1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 x
R
 2r !
¼  x
2
2R
þ O x
R
 4 
: ð33Þ
For small perturbation assumptions, the contact pressure is consid-
ered to be perpendicular to the initial surface of the beam, which is
vertical.
3.2.1. Timoshenko beam theory
Using (33), the surface constraint for a Timoshenko theory is
written as
wðxÞ ¼  x
2
2R
: ð34Þ
Combined with the governing Eq. (27)2-3, the solution of the
symmetric contact problem isqyðxÞ ¼ D1GA
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r
ch x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !
; wðxÞ ¼  x
2
2R
;
/ðxÞ ¼ D1sh x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !
þ x
r
;
VðxÞ ¼ D1GAsh x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !
; MðxÞ ¼ D1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EIGA
p
ch x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !
þ EI
R
:
ð35Þ
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Using (33), the surface constraint for this case is written as
follows,
wðxÞ  h
2
wðxÞ ¼  x
2
2R
: ð36Þ
Combined with the governing Eq. (20)2-4, the uncoupled differ-
ential equation in contact pressure can easily be determined and
its expression is given by,
d4qy
dx4
þ Ad
2qy
dx2
þ Bqy ¼ 0; ð37Þ
where
A ¼ 4ðGAGI þ EA2EI1Þ
EI1ð4GI þ h2GAÞ
; B ¼ 4GAEA2
EI1ð4GI þ h2GAÞ
: ð38Þ
The solution for symmetric contact can then be determined to be,
qy ðxÞ ¼ D1chðxk1Þ þ D2chðxk2Þ;
wðxÞ ¼  x
2
2R
þ
X2
i¼1
h2
4ðk2i GI  EA2Þ
DichðxkiÞ;
/ðxÞ ¼ x
R

X2
i¼1
1
EI1k
3
i
DishðxkiÞ; wðxÞ ¼
X2
i¼1
h
2ðk2i GI  EA2Þ
DichðxkiÞ;
VðxÞ ¼
X2
i¼1
GA
ð4EA2  4k2i GI þ k2i h2EI1Þ
4EI1k3i ðk2i GI  EA2Þ
DishðxkiÞ;
MðxÞ ¼ EI1
R

X2
i¼1
1
k2i
DichðxkiÞ;
JðxÞ ¼
X2
i¼1
hkiGI
2ðk2i GI  EA2Þ
DishðxkiÞ;
ð39Þ
where
k1 ¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Aþ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2  4B
pq
; k2 ¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2A 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2  4B
pq
: ð40Þ3.2.3. Quadratic beam theory
Using (33), the surface constraint for this case is written as
follows,
wðxÞ  h
2
wðxÞ þ h
2
4
bðxÞ ¼  x
2
2R
: ð41Þ
Combined with the governing Eq. (16)2-5, the uncoupled differential
equation in contact pressure can readily be determined and its
expression is given by,
d6qy
dx6
þ Ad
4qy
dx4
þ Bd
2qy
dx2
þ Cqy ¼ 0; ð42Þ
where the coefﬁcients in (42) are given by
A¼16EI1EA2GII8EI1GIEA2h
2þEI1GAh4EA2þ16GIIGAGI
EI1ð12GI2h2þ4GIIGAh2þGIGAh4þ16GIIGIÞ
 64EI1GIEI216GI
3þ16EI1EI2GAh2
EI1ð12GI2h2þ4GIIGAh2þGIGAh4þ16GIIGIÞ
;
B¼16 GI
2EA2þ4EA2EI2EI1þ4GAEI2GIþGAGIIEa2
EI1ð12GI2h2þ4GIIGAh2þGIGAh4þ16GIIGIÞ
;
C¼ 64GAEA2EI2
EIð12GI2h2þ4GIIGAh2þGIGah4þ16GIIGIÞ
:
ð43ÞSolution of the symmetric contact problem can be then determined
to be,
qy ðxÞ ¼ D1chðxk1Þ þ D2chðxk2Þ þ D3chðxk3Þ;
wðxÞ ¼  x
2
2R

X3
i¼1
a2iDichðxkiÞ;
/ðxÞ ¼ x
R

X3
i¼1
1
EI1k
3
i
DishðxkiÞ;
wðxÞ ¼
X3
i¼1
h
2ðk2i GI  EA2Þ
DichðxkiÞ;
bðxÞ ¼
X3
i¼1
a3iDichðxkiÞ; VðxÞ ¼ 
X3
i¼1
1
ki
DishðxkiÞ;
MðxÞ ¼ EI1
R

X3
i¼1
1
k2i
DichðxkiÞ;
JðxÞ ¼
X3
i¼1
hkiGI
2ðk2i GI  EA2Þ
DishðxkiÞ;
TðxÞ ¼
X3
i¼1
GIa2iki  GI
EI1k3i
þ GIIa3i
" #
DishðxkiÞ; ð44Þ
where the ki are square roots of the three distinct roots of the char-
acteristic equation,
X3 þ AX2 þ BX þ C ¼ 0; ð45Þ
and the constants introduced in (44) are
a2i ¼
h2 4GAGIIk2i 4GIEA2þ8GI2k2i þ16GAEI2þGAh2EA2GAh2GIk2i
 
16 EA2GIk2i
 
GI2k2i þ4GAEI2GAGIIk2i
  ;
a3i ¼ ðGAh
24GIÞki
4 GI2k2i þ4GAEI2GAGIIk2i
  :
ð46Þ4. Solution of the contact problem
Resolving the problem of contact of a straight beam on a circular
surface is accomplished through applying all boundary conditions
at the end of the beam and matching the essential and natural
quantities at the edge of the contact area. The location of the edge
of the contact area, c, is an unknown, which is determined by
matching the essential and natural quantities to satisfy continuity
at the contact edge. For the case of Timoshenko beam theory, the
solutions are easily written in closed form. However, for the linear
and quadratic theories, a lengthy nonlinear transcendental equa-
tion that relates the contact length and boundary conditions, which
are applied to the end of the beam, is obtained and solved numeri-
cally to obtain all the results. In addition, the associated expres-
sions, which are obtained analytically, are too lengthy to provide.
4.1. Timoshenko beam theory
Following Fig. 3, the boundary conditions for the case of a Tim-
oshenko beam are,
VðLÞ ¼  P
2
; MðLÞ ¼ M0: ð47Þ
Continuity conditions at the edge of the contact area are given by,
wlðcÞ ¼ wIIðcÞ; /IðcÞ ¼ /II; VIðcÞ ¼ VIIðcÞ; MIðcÞ ¼ MIIðcÞ:
ð48Þ
The total number of unknowns is six, which includes four un-
known integration constants from the free surface region, one inte-
gration constant from the contact region, plus the half contact
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the integration constants using Eqs. (48) and (47)2, the transcen-
dental equation which relates the contact length and the total
transverse load and bending moment is obtained from Eq. (47)1
as follows,
P ¼ 2 EI
R
1M0R
EI
 
L c þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EI
GA
r
coth c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r" #( )1
: ð49Þ
The ﬁnal expression of the contact pressure is obtained from
(35)1, and can be written as,
qy ¼
EI
R
M0  P2 ðL cÞ
 	
GA
EI
ch x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !
ch c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !" #1
: ð50Þ
Substituting M0 from (49) into (50) gives the expression of the
pressure in terms of the total force,
qy ¼
P
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r
ch x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !
sh c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
GA
EI
r !" #1
: ð51Þ4.2. Linear beam theory
The boundary conditions for the linear beam theory are,
VðLÞ ¼  P
2
; MðLÞ ¼ M0; JðLÞ ¼ J0; ð52Þ
and the continuity conditions at the edge of the contact area are gi-
ven by,
wIðcÞ ¼ wIIðcÞ; /IðcÞ ¼ /IIðcÞ; wIIðcÞ ¼ wIIðcÞ;
VIðcÞ ¼ VIIðcÞ; MIðcÞ ¼ MIIJIðcÞ ¼ JIIðcÞ
ð53Þ
The total number of unknowns is nine, which includes six
unknown integration constants from the free surface region, two
unknown integration constants from the contact region, plus the
half contact length, c. The solution procedure was to resolve the
linear system of equations analytically for the integration con-
stants using Eqs. (53) and (52)2-3 in terms of the half contact
length. Then by using Eq. (52)1, a transcendental equation was ob-
tained that relates the contact length, the total transverse loading
P, the bending moment M0, and the moment of shearing J0 (52).
This analytical expression, which is too lengthy to provide, is
solved numerically. The eight integration constants are then
known, which allows all the expression in (30) and (39) to be
determined.
4.3. Quadratic beam theory
The boundary conditions for the case of quadratic approximate
beam theory are,
VðLÞ ¼  P
2
; MðLÞ ¼ M0; JðLÞ ¼ J0; TðLÞ ¼ T0: ð54Þ
Continuity conditions at the end of contact area are given by,
wIðcÞ ¼ wIIðcÞ; /IðcÞ ¼ /IIðcÞ; wIIðcÞ ¼ wIIðcÞ; bIðcÞ ¼ bIIðcÞ
VIðcÞ ¼ VIIðcÞ; MIðcÞ ¼ MIIðCÞ; JIðcÞ ¼ JIIðcÞ; TIðcÞ ¼ TIIðcÞ
ð55Þ
The total number of unknowns is 12, which includes eight un-
known integration constants from the free surface region, three
from the contact region, plus the half contact length, c. The solution
procedure used here is similar to that used for the linear case. The
ﬁrst step is to resolve the linear system of equations analytically
for the integration constants using Eqs. (55) and (54)2-4. Then atranscendental equation which relates the contact length, the total
transverse loading P, the bending moment M0, the moment of
shearing J0 and T0 can be obtained from Eq. (54)1.5. Results and discussion
All the forthcoming results are obtained by using the geometri-
cal constraints, R/L = 3 and h/L = 0.05. These ratios were chosen so
that the large deﬂection effects are minimized in the solutions.
The boundary conditions that are used in all results are for
M0 = 0, J0 = 0, T0 = 0. The normalized contact length, c/h, is used as
the input loading parameter in all beam theory results. In the case
of the ﬁnite element solutions, the vertical displacement was used
to achieve a certain contact length. Since the Poisson effect was ne-
glected in the analytical solutions, it is also neglected for all the
plane elasticity ﬁnite element results that are used for compari-
sons. Identical to the beam theory results, this is accomplished
by using an orthotropic material with m12 = m21 = 0, and E1, E2 and
G used as independent material inputs. For example, an isotropic
material deﬁned by the standard constants, E and m, is addressed
by using the orthotropic material properties, E1 = E2 = E, G = E/2/
(1 + m), m12 = m21 = 0.5.1. Isotropic beam (m = 0.3)
Normalized pressure proﬁles for an isotropic beam are pre-
sented in Fig. 4(a) and (b). In Fig. 4(a) the in-plane Poisson effect
is quantiﬁed by using two plane stress elasticity solutions, which
were obtained using the ﬁnite element software, ABAQUS. One
solution is the true plane stress solution for an isotropic material
with m = 0.3, while the other is for an isotropic material using the
set of orthotropic material constants, E1 = E2, G = E2 /2/(1 + 0.3),
m12 = m21 = 0, which allows the in-plane Poisson effect to be ne-
glected in an elasticity solution. It is observed that for the four
cases of contact length presented, the signiﬁcance of the in-plane
Poisson effect is relatively small.
Normalized pressure solutions for all three beam theories are
presented in Fig. 4(b), along with the elasticity solution that does
not include the Poisson effect. Since the beam theories correspond
to a zero value of the Poisson’s ratio, the results of Fig. 4(b) show
the true comparison between the beam theories and the elasticity
solution. The ﬁgures show that the contact stress exhibits three
trends based on the length of the contact area. When the half-con-
tact length, c is smaller than the thickness, h of the beam, a Hertz-
like contact stress is obtained which corresponds to a concave
downward proﬁle with a maximum contact pressure at the center
of the contact area. As the half contact length is increased above
the thickness, a Timoshenko beam behavior starts to emerge,
where the contact pressure at the center is a minimum while the
maximum pressure approaches the contact edge. Beyond a certain
critical contact length, a negative pressure appears in the center of
the contact region, indicating that adhesion is required to satisfy
the contact boundary condition. The critical contact length is de-
ﬁned as the contact length at which the pressure at the center of
the beam ﬁrst becomes zero as load is increased. The critical con-
tact lengths for the three beam theories are: Timoshenko theory, c/
h > 10, linear theory, c/h = 3.303 and quadratic theory, c/h = 3.045.
While negative pressure is non-physical in simple contact prob-
lems, the model is correct if adhesion is permitted. Lacking this
adhesive capability, the model predicts that the beam deforms in
such a way that a loss of contact occurs at the center with two con-
tact zones. As this mechanism continues, high concentrated con-
tact stresses can develop with a relatively large loss of contact in
the middle. In the limiting case of Euler-Bernoulli beam behavior,
concentrated forces exist at the edge of contact. To quantify the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of normalized contact stress solutions for an isotropic material
(m = 0.3): (a) Plane elasticity solutions obtained from the ﬁnite element software
Abaqus with and without the in-plane Poisson effect, (b) Present higher order
theories, Timoshenko beam theory and plane stress elasticity all neglecting the in-
plane Poisson effect.
Table 1
Total transverse load and contact length for the four different loading cases in Fig. 4a
obtained for E = 1GPa, b = 60mm and L = 1. The input loading corresponds to constant
vertical displacement.
Case
number
Deﬂection:
W(L) [mm]
c/h Total transverse load [N]
Poisson
effect is
accounted
for
Poisson
effect is
neglected
Poisson
effect is
accounted
for
Poisson
effect is
neglected
1 100 0.323116 0.339708 374.246 374.084
2 112.5 1.24121 1.284934 421.858 421.748
3 120 2.67772 2.71278 456.278 456.154
4 130 4.73112 4.77164 518.096 517.914
Table 2
Total transverse load for the loading cases in Fig. 4b obtained for E = 1 GPa, b = 60mm
and L = 1m.
Case
number
c/h Total transverse load [N]
FE- Plane
stress
elasticity
theory
Quadratic
theory
Linear
theory
Timoshenko
theory
1 0.339708 374.084 392.9946 398.8341 408.3465
2 1.284934 421.748 430.7728 431.7831 434.3834
3 2.71278 456.154 465.0868 466.302 469.4121
4 4.77164 517.914 525.4657 527.0174 530.9941
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ory the ratio of the force associated with negative pressure to the
total pressure force is 0.00032 and for the quadratic theory this ra-
tio is 0.0010. Therefore, the pressure curves presented in case 4 of
Fig. 4(b) are reasonable predictions of the pressure. Such a double
contact problem was addressed by Chen (2011) using Timoshenko
beam theory.
The most interesting behavior in Fig. 4b concerns the stress at
the edge of contact. The Timoshenko solution, which neglectstransverse normal deformation of the cross-section and only ac-
counts for transverse shear and bending, presents a discrepancy
in determining the value and location of the maximum contact
stress. Moreover, the contact stress is discontinuous at the edge
of the contact area. The solutions for the higher order theories,
which account for transverse normal cross-sectional deformation,
predict a better trend of the contact stress at the ends, yet are still
discontinuous. Clearly the quadratic theory is an improvement on
the linear theory, regarding this trend. Consequently, if the maxi-
mum contact stress is a design parameter, then the present higher
order theories are a better substitute to the elasticity solution than
the Timoshenko theory, which does not predict the correct trend of
a decreasing contact stress at the edge of contact.
Furthermore, in comparison of the results of Fig. 4(a) which are
for constant vertical displacement, it can be noticed that the Poi-
son’s effect quickens the occurrence of contact separation at the
center and slightly increases the maximum contact pressure. Since
the results in Fig. 4(b) are for constant contact length and those of
Fig. 4(a) have approximately the same contact length, it is impor-
tant to consider the transverse total load. The values in Table 1
present the total transverse load required by the elasticity cases
in Fig. 4(a), while Table 2 is the same for Fig. 4(b). As a general
statement, since the beam theories have constraints compared to
the elasticity solutions, the beam theories are stiffer and therefore
require a higher load. The higher order the theory, the less the con-
straint so the load is closer to that of the elasticity result. By com-
paring the results in Tables 1 for the elasticity solution, Poisson’s
effect makes the beam slightly stiffer.
Finally, the inclusion of a shear correction factor (see, for exam-
ple, Cowper (1966) and Hodges (2003)), such as a value of 5/6 for
the Timoshenko theory, changes the results very slightly compared
to the differences among the different beam theory pressure pro-
ﬁles. The effects of shear correction factors, which are non-trivial
to determine for the higher order beam theories, are not included
in this study.
The results in Fig. 5 present the normalized displacement com-
ponents and stress resultants obtained using both higher order
theories and the Timoshenko beam theory. All results are obtained
for a half contact length c = 2h. Even though contact pressure is
very sensitive to the inclusion of transverse normal deformation,
as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the displacement components and
stress resultants are affected very little. Furthermore, in Fig. 5(b),
it can be seen from the bending moment curve that the normalized
moment reaches a constant plateau in the contact region RM/EI = 1.
Also an abrupt jump of the shearing force at the edge of contact can
be observed. These later observations are consistent with the clas-
sical Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis on the normality of the cross-sec-
tion to the neutral ﬁber after deformation for the case of a thin
isotropic continuum strip.
The results in Fig. 6 compare the normalized total transverse
load versus normalized contact length for the case of an isotropic
material (m = 0.3) obtained by using both present higher order
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Fig. 7. Comparison of normalized total transverse load versus normalized deﬂec-
tion of the end of the beam for an isotropic material (m = 0.3).
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theory. In all these solution, the in-plane Poisson’s effect is
neglected. All solutions obtained using beam theories overestimate
the elasticity solution as it was discussed above. Furthermore, as
expected, the quadratic theory solution is the closest to the elastic-
ity solution and the Timoshenko one is the furthest.
Similar to the results of Fig. 6, the plots in Fig. 7 compare the
normalized total transverse load versus normalized transverse
deﬂection of the end of the beam in the case of an isotropic mate-
rial (m = 0.3) for all the theories. All solutions in this case are in
good agreement making the total transverse load vs. deﬂection re-
sponse unaffected by neglecting transverse normal deformation in
the case of a long isotropic beam. This result is consistent with
Saint Venant’s principle which states that the stress resultants
should be unaffected by the local stress deviation to obtain same
deﬂection.5.2. Orthotropic beam I (E1/G = 10
4, E2/G = 10, m12 = m21 = 0)
In this section, the material properties are selected such that
shear is the dominant mode of deformation. All results in this sec-tion neglect the Poisson effect and correspond to the stiffness
ratios, E1/G = 104, E2/G = 10. In composite science this material
behavior can be obtained by means of sandwich or laminated
composite construction. Such a ‘‘shearing band’’, which can have
G and also E2 much smaller than E1, was considered in detail by
Gasmi et al. (2011) for the case of an extensional Timoshenko
circular beam. See also Gasmi et al. (2012) for the practical
application of a non-pneumatic tire that makes use of such beam
construction.
The normalized contact stress results in Fig. 8 are for three
different contact lengths, and once again are obtained using the
present higher order theories, Timoshenko theory and plane stress
elasticity theory. The graph shows that the Timoshenko solution
and the two other higher order overlap everywhere in the contact
area except at the edge of contact. However, the Timoshenko solu-
tion is maximum and discontinuous at the edge of contact while
both higher order solutions exhibit a tendency to decrease, yet
are still discontinuous. It is clear that including the normal defor-
mation enhances the contact stress solution by giving the correct
trend of pressure at the edge of the contact area even though it still
provides a ﬁnite value. Moreover, both Timoshenko and the higher
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deﬂection of the end of the beam for orthotropic material I deﬁned in Fig. 8.
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ancy can only be resolved by including more monomials in the
expressions of the displacement ﬁeld, i.e. warping, or by using a
shear correction factor. Again, as demonstrated in Table 2, the
beam theories are stiffer than the elasticity solution.
The results in Fig. 9 compare the total force versus the contact
length obtained by the present higher order theories, Timo-
shenko theory and the plane stress elasticity theory. All curves
follow the same trend with an increasing gap between the beam
theories and the elasticity solution as the contact length in-
creases. The insert in the ﬁgure shows that force versus contact
length presents a hardening behavior at small contact lengths,
which is only captured by the present higher order theories. This
shows that including radial deformation is crucial to determine
this feature.
The results in Fig. 10 compare the total force versus deﬂection
curve obtained by the present higher order theories, Timoshenko
theory and the plane stress elasticity theory. From the ﬁgure it
can be noticed that all beam theory solutions overlap and over-
shoot the elasticity solution. Although all solutions exhibit the
same trend, the gap increases as the deﬂection is increased.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Fig. 8. Comparison of normalized contact stress in the case of orthotropic material I
(E1/G = 104, E2/G = 10, m12 = m21 = 0) using the present higher order theories, Timo-
shenko theory and plane stress elasticity neglecting the Poisson effect.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of normalized total transverse load as a function of normalized
contact length for orthotropic material I deﬁned in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of normalized contact stress in the case of orthotropic material
II (E1/G = 104, E2/G = 102, m12 = m21 = 0) using the present higher order theories,
Timoshenko theory and plane stress elasticity neglecting the Poisson effect.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of normalized total transverse load as a function of normalized
contact length for orthotropic material II deﬁned in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of normalized total transverse load as a function of normalized
deﬂection of the end of the beam for orthotropic material II deﬁned in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of normalized contact stress for an isotropic material (m = 0.3)
using the present higher order theories, Timoshenko theory and plane stress
elasticity solution obtained using the ﬁnite element software Abaqus with the
Poisson effect neglected. The following three cases are considered: (1) consistent
boundary conditions, (2) continuity of w is violated and continuity of contact stress
is enforced and (3) continuity of b is violated and continuity of contact stress is
enforced.
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Fig. 15. Continuity study of the displacement componen
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4, E2/G = 10
2, m12 = m21 = 0)
In this section the stiffness parameters are given by E1/G = 104,
E2/G = 10
2, which corresponds to the shearing band of the
previous section with a much softer radial stiffness.
The results in Fig. 11 show a comparison of the normalized con-
tact pressure obtained by the beam theories and by elasticity the-
ory for the same contact length. It can be noticed that Timoshenko
beam theory fails to estimate the contact pressure when a trans-
verse normal compliance is added while the higher order beam
theories, which include the transverse normal cross-sectional
deformation, are much closer to the elasticity one. Furthermore,
the quadratic beam theory is much closer than the linear one to
the elasticity solution because of the importance of transverse nor-
mal deformation of the cross-section in this special case. In order
to improve the beam theory results, it is necessary to include more
detail of the axial component of the displacement vector, i.e. warp-
ing of the cross-section.
Furthermore, because all these approximate beam theories are
constrained theories of the more general theory, i.e. elasticity the-
ory, the contact pressure is overestimated and the total load is lar-
ger than the elasticity one for the same deﬂection making the
approximate theories stiffer.
The results in Fig. 12 present the total load as a function of con-
tact length for all the theories. Once again, it can be seen that the
quadratic is the closest to the elasticity result and that both higher
order beam theories are signiﬁcantly better than the Timoshenko
beam, making the inclusion of transverse normal deformation in
this special case critical to the determination of an accurate solu-
tion to the problem.
The results in Fig. 13 show the total load as a function of the
deﬂection at the end of the beam for the different solutions of
the beam theories and the elasticity theory. Once again, the ﬁgure
proves that the quadratic theory is the closest to the elasticity solu-
tion and therefore the inclusion of the transverse normal deforma-
tion is required for the accurate determination of the solution to
this special case.5.4. Pressure at the edge of contact
In this section the contact pressure as predicted by the higher
order beam theories is forced to drop to zero at the edge of contact.
Such behavior is required in linear elasticity for contact involvingx/L
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ts, w and b, for the ﬁve cases in Fig. 14: (a) w, (b) b.
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Fig. 16. Normalized stress resultants and displacement components, w and /, for the ﬁve cases in Fig. 14: (a) V and M, (b) T and J, and (c) w and /.
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pressure. In the case of both higher order beam theories presented
in this paper, more monomials in the transverse component of the
displacement vector ﬁeld are included. These functions can be used
to achieve this zero pressure result, but require compromising the
integrity of the beam formulation through the introduction of a
discontinuity of one of these extra functions, i.e. w and b.
The pressure proﬁles presented in Fig. 14 include three variants
of the quadratic theory, two variants of the linear theory and the
plane elasticity solution for the case of an isotropic material
(m = 0.3). The three different variants of the quadratic theory are:
(1) the solution that is consistent with the beam formulation,
which enforces continuity of all essential and natural quantities
of the formulation, (2) one that enforces the continuity of the pres-
sure by making w discontinuous and (3) one that enforces the con-
tinuity of the pressure at the cost of making b discontinuous at the
edge of contact. Likewise, the variants of the linear theory are the
solution that is consistent with the beam formulation, which en-
forces continuity of all essential and natural quantities, and the
one that enforces the continuity of the pressure at the cost of mak-
ing w discontinuous. It is clear that the pressure distributions are
sensitive to both the representation of the displacement ﬁeld and
the manner in which a continuous pressure is enforced. In this spe-
cial case of an isotropic beam the quadratic theory with b discon-
tinuous and contact pressure continuous is the closest to the
elasticity. However, based only on this special case, a conclusion
cannot be made.As stated above, forcing the pressure to drop to zero at the edge
of contact requires a discontinuity in a function that should be con-
tinuous. This is illustrated in Fig. 15(a) and (b), which show the nor-
malized displacement components, w and b, for the variants in
Fig. 14. It is observed that cases ‘‘2’’ are discontinuous in
Fig. 15(a), while case ‘‘3’’ is discontinuous in Fig. 15(b). The effect
of the various enforcements on other quantities is illustrated in
Fig. 16. In Fig. 16(a) the stress resultants V and M are presented,
in Fig. 16(b) the secondary stress resultants, J and T, which show
some change, are presented, and in Fig. 16(c) the displacement
components,w and /, which show very little change, are presented.
6. Conclusions
Two different higher order beam theories which account for
transverse normal displacement as either linear or quadratic were
derived using the principle of virtual work. These theories were ap-
plied to the problem of contact of a thin straight continuum strip
with a circular smooth rigid surface with a focus on the effect of
transverse normal deformation on the contact pressure. Examples
showed that this effect is especially signiﬁcant for beams with low
transverse stiffness. In many cases the difference in pressure pre-
diction between the linear and quadratic theories was signiﬁcant,
indicating a high degree of sensitivity of pressure to the transverse
normal deformation.
The behavior of the contact stress at the edge of contact was
studied in detail. It was shown that while the higher order theories
2616 A. Gasmi et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 2604–2616have the ability to force the pressure to drop to zero, boundary con-
ditions resulting from the principle of virtual workmust be violated
to accomplish this. Furthermore, it was shown that the contact
pressure is very sensitive to the method of enforcing this result.
It was demonstrated that for the same deﬂection, the con-
strained theories always overestimate the stress resultants and
loads as compared to plane elasticity. Consistent with this, the
more relaxed the theory, i.e., the higher the order of the theory,
the less overestimated the results are.
It was noticed that when the shearing mode of deformation pre-
vails, cross-sectional warping becomes important in the accurate
prediction of contact stresses. This can be achieved by including
more monomials in the polynomial expansion of the axial compo-
nent of the displacement vector direction or it can also be tuned by
the means of shear correction factors.
Finally, the present derived higher order beam theories can be a
useful tool in solving problems of thin continua that involve
surface constraints and contact problems.
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